
DIOR PRESTIGE

Prices are subject to change without prior notice
Spa treatment prices are subject to 10% service charge

The Oriental Spa at The Landmark Mandarin Oriental Hong Kong is the first hotel spa in Asia to offer Dior Skincare. Available now, 

the introduction of the Dior Prestige Treatment coincides with the hotel celebrating its 10th anniversary. The launch reflects a shared 

mission of Dior and the Forbes Five Star spa to provide guests with a luxurious environment, products and services.

Discover extraordinary regeneration and perfection from the rose to the skin
Beautiful skin is like a rose petal. What makes it different is a fine, velvety smooth texture and crystalline radiance. With so many qualities, 

the greatest care is called for. To meet this requirement, Dior Prestige offers the skin the extraordinary regenerative and perfecting power 

of the Rose de Granville.

Discover the exquisite sensation of rose-petal skin beneath your fingertips: a refined and smooth texture, plump bounce, delicate radiance 

and harmonious contours.

DIOR PRESTIGE $1,180
1 hour 30 minutes
A moment of pure pleasure.  This treatment combines Dior Prestige formulas with original techniques to envelop the body in comfort. 

Stimulate vital energy flow with a deep back massage and voluptuously wrap even the most demanding skin in absolute comfort. 

Freed from stress, pampered and deeply nourished, the skin is radiant with a satiny finish.  Irresistibly Dior.

When enjoying the Prestige Facial by Dior at The Oriental Spa an additional cost of $580 will be added to your treatment so that you 

may enjoy the full spa experience.



NATURA BISSÉ

Weekday – Monday to Thursday
Weekend – Friday to Sunday and public holidays
Prices are subject to change without prior notice
Spa treatment prices are subject to 10% service charge

NATURA BISSÉ is a prestigious Spanish beauty innovator that was launched in 1979. Named the “Best Luxury Spa Brand” the company 

brings cutting-edge technology and astonishing results to The Oriental Spa. The first cosmetic brand to discover the power of peptides 

NATURA BISSÉ treatments and products contain exceptionally high concentrations of active ingredients, to generate extremely effective 

results.  With a philosophy that complements The Oriental Spa, NATURA BISSÉ have created PERFECT TEN DIAMOND LIFE INFUSION 

FACIAL in celebration of the hotel’s 10 year anniversary.

 Weekday Weekend
PERFECT TEN DIAMOND LIFE
INFUSION FACIAL  
1 hour 30 minutes  $2,800 $2,950

The Art of Youth - Unprecedented “Youth Elixir” that provides 

unparalleled skin rejuvenating effects focused on the science 

of Skin Age Biomarkers and specific massage techniques. This 

intensive treatment ensures brighter, firmer, noticeably younger-

looking skin. A global skin rejuvenation that restores the 

youthful definition of the facial contours, improves skin texture 

and diminishes fine lines and wrinkles in just one session. The 

wonderful facial treatment includes a heavenly Diamond Hand 

Ritual where a luxurious diamond-infused cream gently caresses 

the skin to restore youth. 

 Weekday Weekend
DIAMOND EXPERIENCE MULTISENSORIAL
LIFTING FACIAL  
1 hour 30 minutes  $2,800 $2,950

A first in the world of beauty developed to regenerate and 

energize the skin. A combination of sophisticated active 

ingredients with extraordinary rejuvenating properties that 

penetrate into the deepest layers of the skin, providing it with the 

firmness necessary to stimulate unprecedented regeneration. It 

reinforces the skin’s natural defence system, maintains a long-

lasting hydration level and improves elasticity. Its spectacular 

lifting effect acts from within the deeper layers of the skin.



 Weekday Weekend
DIAMOND BRILLIANT FACIAL 
1 hour $1,900 $2,100

This treatment that effectively evens skin tone with high 

concentrations of revolutionary active ingredients, preventing 

the skin from aging due to pigmentation disorders. Based on 

a powerful anti-spots concentrate stimulates the elimination of 

hyperpigmentation, effectively reducing dark spots of different 

sizes, depth and intensity. It prevents the formation of new 

pigment accumulation and, therefore, new areas with uneven 

pigmentation. Finally, an exclusive illuminating veil provides 

a long-lasting sense of well-being to the skin, revealing an 

extremely radiant complexion. 

CITRUS BOOST FACIAL 
1 hour $1,500 $1,650

A facial ritual created for those looking for global care and 

well-being. A treatment that provides the perfect combination 

between the richest products such as Mediterranean citrus 

and the most exclusive contouring massage techniques. This 

incredible experience ends with an exquisite citrus aromatherapy 

fragrance, to uplift and brighten the senses. The result is luminous 

and radiant skin.

 Weekday Weekend
OXYGEN AWAKENING 
1 hour $1,500 $1,650

Infuse every pore with a blast of pure oxygen – a facial for all 

skin types. It is especially beneficial for those who have dull or 

dehydrated skin, or skin that is lacking in tone and vitality, so 

it is ideal for frequent travellers, or those who live in a polluted 

environment. This treatment releases molecules of pure oxygen 

into the skin that provide energy to cells and help remove toxins 

from pores to induce a state of purity and relaxation. 

TREATMENT ADDITION 
Treatment addition can only be reserved in combination with 

treatments of 1 hour or above.

EYE BRIGHTENER
30 minutes $550 $650

Exceptionally soothing and decongestive treatment for the eye 

contour area that includes 30 pro-tolerance ingredients and 

the spectacular effects of cryotherapy. Thanks to an exquisite 

massage, this ultra-repairing treatment helps to soften the signs 

of aging and fatigue on the eye contour area.
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